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Dot To Dot Cute Cats Adorable Anti-Stress Images and Scenes to Complete and Colour If you love
cats youâ€™ll love this adorable dot-to-dot book. Challenging images of the cutest cats ever to
complete yourself and colour in if you wish. From pretty Persians and sweet Siamese to beautiful
bobtails and delightful tabbies.Take some time for yourself to calm and de-stress with these
loveable feline dot-to-dot portraits. With over 10,000 dots to join, this is the perfect way to
unwind.Christina Rose is the creator of a number of best-selling anti-stress colouring books.
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#1. I don't find these types of cats cute. To me, cats ready to sword fight; cats wearing various
garments, cats sitting in tea cups are not cute. They are silly. I know cats well. I have seven of the
creatures. They would never look or act like the cats in this book. If a cat could see and interpet the
pictures, they would say, "insulting". There are a few that are acceptable.#2. If you try these, use a
fine, hard pencil. if you use a soft lead pencil, you will hide half the numbers. Some numbers are so
light and tiny, a magnifying glass is necessary. There are pages in which the dot covers part of the
number when you reach the hundreds.I started one puzzle at 11 because the first 1was under the
dot. After trying a few of the puzzles, I gave up......too frustrating. I am not new to dot to dot puzzles.
I have many books of them. This is the most frustrating one I own. Maybe I just got a poorly printed
copy. But, I'm still not fond of this kind of cute. Cats are "regal" animals. They don't dress up or ride
in shoes.I looked at the "answer" section at the back of the book, and there are some nice renditions
of cats. They are not all silly. There is a variety, but there are too many unrealistic cats for my taste.

This is the best of any dot-to-dot books of the many I have done. The pictures are beautifully
designed, to the point where I first drew them lightly, then smoothed out the design with darker lines
later. Yes, some of the numbers are very tiny, but that's how the details become so perfect (I
frequently was using a magnifying light, but my older eyes find it very helpful). These are fun cats not always realistic, though many are. They will make you smile, I'm sure!! I even bought a couple to
give as gifts.

Puzzles are fine except numbers are too small. Have to use a magnifying glass,that's a real
pain.Don't need huge numbers but just a tad larger.Thanks

The numbers are pretty small, and need to use a magnifying glass sometimes, but all in all, this is a
fun book.

Great for kitty lovers, but I found the pictures too easy to draw and not as interesting as I expected.
Also, in some pictures there are very tiny numbers.

Everything you think it is super adorable, might need a magnifying glass because the numbers are
small as expected

at first I thought I would like this book because I love animals but it wasn't what I expected ..enjoyed
it tho

pictures were cute, but I had to use a magnifying glass to see the numbers. The numbers were very
small.
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